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Asymptotic Theory for Zenga’s New Index of
Economic Inequality

Francesca Greselin, Leo Pasquazzi and Ričardas Zitikis

Abstract For at least a century academics and governmental researchers have been
developing measures that would aid them in understanding income distributions,
their differences with respect to geographic regions, and changes over time periods.
It is a fascinating area due to a number of reasons, one of them being the fact that
different measures, or indices, are needed to reveal different features of income
distributions. Keeping also in mind that the notions of ‘poor’ and ‘rich’ are relative
to each other, Zenga (2007) proposed a new index of economic inequality. The index
is remarkably insightful and useful, but deriving statistical inferential results has
been a challenge. For example, unlike many other indices, Zenga’s new index does
not fall into the classes of L-, U-, and V -statistics. In this paper we state desired
statistical inferential results, explore their performance in a simulation study, and
then use the results to analyze data from the Bank of Italy Survey on Household
Income and Wealth (SHIW).

Key words: Zenga index, confidence interval, Lorenz curve, Vervaat process, mea-
suring poverty and inequality.

1 Introduction

Measuring and analyzing incomes, losses, risks and other random outcomes, which
we denote by X , has been an active and fruitful research area, particularly in the
fields of econometrics and actuarial science. The Gini index has been arguably the
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most popular measure of inequality, with a number of extensions and generaliza-
tions available in the literature. Recently, Zenga (2007) suggested a new index for
measuring inequality. We shall next recall the Gini and Zenga indices.
Let F(x) denote the cumulative distribution function (cdf) of X , which we assume

to be non-negative throughout the paper. We assume that the cdf F(x) is continuous,
which is a natural choice when modeling economic size distributions. Let F−1(p)
denote the corresponding quantile function. The Lorenz curve is

LF(p) = µ−1
F

∫ p

0
F−1(s)ds,

where µF = E[X ] is the true (unknown) mean of X .
The classical Gini index GF can be written as follows:

GF =
∫ 1

0

(
1−

LF(p)
p

)
ψ(p)dp,

where ψ(p) = 2p, which is a density function on [0,1]. Given the usual econometric
interpretation of the Lorenz curve, the function

GF(p) = 1−
LF(p)
p

is a relative measure of inequality and called the Gini curve. Indeed, LF(p)/p is the
ratio between i) the mean income of the poorest p×100% of the population and ii)
the mean income of the entire population: the closer to each other these two means
are, the lower is the inequality.
Zenga’s (2007) index ZF of inequality is defined by the formula

ZF =
∫ 1

0
ZF(p)dp, (1)

where ZF(p) is the Zenga curve given by the expression

ZF(p) = 1−
LF(p)
p

·
1− p

1−LF(p)
. (2)

The Zenga curve measures the inequality between i) the poorest p× 100% of the
population and ii) the richer remaining (1− p)× 100% part of the population by
comparing the mean incomes of these two disjoint and exhaustive sub-populations.
The Gini and Zenga indices are averages of point inequality measures, that is,

of the Gini and Zenga curves, respectively. However, while in the case of the Gini
index the weight function ψ(p) = 2p is used, in the case of the Zenga index the
uniform weight function is used. As a consequence, the Gini index underestimates
comparisons between the very poor and the whole population and emphasizes com-
parisons which involve almost identical population subgroups. From this point of
view, the Zenga index is more impartial: it is based on all comparisons between
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complementary disjoint population subgroups and gives the same weight to each
comparison. Hence, with the same sensibility, the index detects all deviations from
equality in any part of the distribution.
To illustrate the Gini curve GF(p) and its weighted version gF(p) =GF(p)ψ(p),

and to also facilitate their comparisons with the Zenga curve ZF(p), we choose the
Pareto distribution

F(x) = 1−
(x0
x

)θ
, x≥ x0, (3)

where x0 > 0 and θ > 0 are parameters. Corresponding to distribution (3), the
Lorenz curve is LF(p) = 1− (1− p)1−1/θ , and the Gini curve is GF(p) = ((1−
p)1−1/θ − (1− p))/p. In Figure 1 (left-hand panel) we have depicted the Gini
and weighted Gini curves. The corresponding Zenga curve is equal to ZF(p) =
(1− (1− p)1/θ )/p and is depicted in Figure 1 (right-hand panel), alongside the
Gini curve GF(p) for an easy comparison. The left-hand panel allows us to appre-
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Fig. 1 The Gini curve GF (p) (dashed; both panels), the weighted Gini curve gF (p) (solid; left
panel), and the Zenga curve ZF (p) (solid; right panel) in the Pareto case with x0 = 1 and θ = 2.06.

ciate how the weight function ψ(p) = 2p disguises the high inequality between the
mean income of the very poor and that of the whole population, and overemphasizes
comparisons between almost identical subgroups. The outcome is that the Gini in-
dex underestimates inequality. In the right-hand panel we see the difference between
the Gini and Zenga inequality curves: for example, GF(p) for p= 0.8 yields 0.296,
which tells us that the mean income of the poorest 80% of the population is 29.6%
lower than the mean income of the whole population, while the corresponding ordi-
nate of the Zenga curve is ZF(0.8) = 0.678 and thus tells us that the mean income
of the poorest 80% of the population is 67.8% lower than the mean income of the
remaining (richer) part of the population.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we define two es-

timators of the Zenga index and state statistical inferential results. In Section 3 we
present results of a simulation study and an analysis of the Bank of Italy SHIW 2006
data.
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2 Estimators and statistical inference

Let X1, . . . ,Xn be independent copies of X . We use two non-parametric estimators
of the Zenga index. The first one (Greselin and Pasquazzi, 2009) is

Ẑn = 1−
1
n

n−1

∑
i=1

i−1∑ik=1Xk:n
(n− i)−1∑nk=i+1Xk:n

, (1)

where X1:n ≤ · · · ≤ Xn:n are the order statistics of X1, . . . ,Xn. With X denoting the
sample mean of X1, . . . ,Xn, the second estimator of the Zenga index is

Z̃n =−
n

∑
i=2

∑i−1k=1Xk:n− (i−1)Xi:n
∑nk=i+1Xk:n+ iXi:n

log
(

i
i−1

)

+
n−1

∑
i=1

(
X
Xi:n

−1− ∑i−1k=1Xk:n− (i−1)Xi:n
∑nk=i+1Xk:n+ iXi:n

)
log

(
1+

Xi:n
∑nk=i+1Xk:n

)
. (2)

The two estimators Ẑn and Z̃n are asymptotically equivalent. However, despite the
fact that the estimator Z̃n is obviously more complex, it is nevertheless more conve-
nient to work with when establishing asymptotic results.

Theorem 1. If the moment E[X2+α ] is finite for some α > 0, then we have the
asymptotic representation

√
n(Z̃n−ZF) =

1√
n

n

∑
i=1

h(Xi)+oP(1), (3)

where
h(Xi) =

∫ ∞

0

(
1{Xi ≤ x}−F(x)

)
wF(F(x))dx

with the weight function

wF(t) = −
1
µF

∫ t

0

(
1
p
−1

)
LF(p)

(1−LF(p))2
dp+

1
µF

∫ 1

t

(
1
p
−1

)
1

1−LF(p)
dp.

In view of Theorem 1, the asymptotic distribution of
√
n(Z̃n− ZF) is centered

normal with variance σ2F = E[h2(X)], which is finite (see Theorem 7.1 in Greselin
et al., 2009a) and can be rewritten as follows:

σ2F =
∫ ∞

0

∫ ∞

0

(
min{F(x),F(y)}−F(x)F(y)

)
wF(F(x))wF(F(y))dxdy. (4)

Replacing the cdf F(x) on the right-hand side of equation (4) by the empirical cdf
Fn(x) = n−1∑ni=1 1{Xi ≤ x}, where 1 denotes the indicator function, we obtain the
following variance estimator:
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S2X ,n =
n−1

∑
k=1

n−1

∑
l=1

(
min{k, l}

n
−
k
n
l
n

)

×wX ,n

(
k
n

)
wX ,n

(
l
n

)
(Xk+1:n−Xk:n)(Xl+1:n−Xl:n), (5)

where

wX ,n(k/n) = −
k

∑
i=1

IX ,n(i)+
n

∑
i=k+1

JX ,n(i)

with the following expressions for the summands IX ,n(i) and JX ,n(i). First, we have

IX ,n(1) = −∑nk=2Xk:n− (n−1)X1:n
(∑nk=1Xk:n)(∑nk=2Xk:n)

+
1
X1,n

log
(
1+

X1:n
∑nk=2Xk:n

)
. (6)

Furthermore, for every i= 2, . . . ,n−1, we have

IX ,n(i) =n ∑
i−1
k=1Xk:n− (i−1)Xi:n

(
∑nk=i+1Xk:n+ iXi:n

)2 log
(

i
i−1

)

−
(∑nk=i+1Xk:n− (n− i)Xi:n)(∑nk=1Xk:n)

(∑nk=i+1Xk:n+ iXi:n) (∑nk=i+1Xk:n)(∑nk=i Xk:n)

+

(
1
Xi:n

+n ∑
i−1
k=1Xk:n− (i−1)Xi:n

(
∑nk=i+1Xk:n+ iXi:n

)2

)
log

(
1+

Xi:n
∑nk=i+1Xk:n

)
(7)

and

JX ,n(i) =
n

∑nk=i+1Xk:n+ iXi:n
log

(
i

i−1

)

− ∑nk=i+1Xk:n− (n− i)Xi:n
Xi:n(∑nk=i+1Xk:n+ iXi:n)

log
(
1+

Xi:n
∑nk=i+1Xk:n

)
. (8)

Finally,

JX ,n(n) =
1
Xn,n

log
(

n
n−1

)
. (9)

With the just defined estimator S2X ,n of the variance σ2F , we have the asymptotic
normality: √

n(Z̃n−ZF)

SX ,n
→d N (0,1). (10)

Proofs can be found in Greselin et al. (2009a), which in some cases crucially rely
on the Vervaat process (see Zitikis, 1998, Greselin et al., 2009b, and references
therein).
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3 A simulation study and an analysis of Italian income data

In this section, we first investigate the numerical performance of the estimators Ẑn
and Z̃n in a simulation study, and then evaluate confidence intervals for the Zenga
index on real income data.
We begin by simulating data from Pareto distribution (3) with x0 = 1 and θ =

2.06. These choices give the value ZF = 0.6, which we approximately see in real
income distributions. As to the (artificial) choice x0 = 1, we note that since x0 is the
scale parameter in the Pareto model, the inequality indices and curves are invariant
to it, and thus our results concerning the coverage accuracy and size of confidence
intervals will not be affected by the choice.
Following Davison and Hinkley (1997, Chapter 5), we compute four types of

confidence intervals: normal, percentile, BCa, and t-bootstrap. For normal and stu-
dentized bootstrap confidence intervals we estimate the variance using empirical in-
fluence values. For the estimator Z̃n, the influence values h(Xi) are obtained from
Theorem 1, and those for the estimator Ẑn using numerical differentiation as in
Greselin and Pasquazzi (2009). In Table 1 we report coverage percentages and

Table 1 Coverage proportions and mean size of confidence intervals from the Pareto parent distri-
bution with x0 = 1 and θ = 2.06 (ZF = 0.6).

Ẑn Z̃n———————————————— ————————————————
0.9000 0.9500 0.9750 0.9900 mean size 0.9000 0.9500 0.9750 0.9900 mean size

n Normal confidence intervals
200 0.7915 0.8560 0.8954 0.9281 0.1493 0.7881 0.8527 0.8926 0.9266 0.1500
400 0.8059 0.8705 0.9083 0.9409 0.1164 0.8047 0.8693 0.9078 0.9396 0.1167
800 0.8256 0.8889 0.9245 0.9514 0.0899 0.8246 0.8882 0.9237 0.9503 0.0900

n Percentile confidence intervals
200 0.7763 0.8326 0.8684 0.9002 0.1456 0.7629 0.8190 0.8567 0.8892 0.1462
400 0.8004 0.8543 0.8919 0.9218 0.1140 0.7934 0.8487 0.8864 0.9179 0.1143
800 0.8210 0.8777 0.9138 0.9415 0.0883 0.8168 0.8751 0.9119 0.9393 0.0884

n BCa confidence intervals
200 0.8082 0.8684 0.9077 0.9383 0.1491 0.8054 0.867 0.9047 0.9374 0.1497
400 0.8205 0.8863 0.9226 0.9531 0.1183 0.8204 0.886 0.9212 0.9523 0.1186
800 0.8343 0.8987 0.9331 0.9634 0.0925 0.8338 0.8983 0.9323 0.9634 0.0927

n t-bootstrap confidence intervals
200 0.8475 0.9041 0.9385 0.9658 0.2068 0.8485 0.9049 0.9400 0.9675 0.2099
400 0.8535 0.9124 0.9462 0.9708 0.1550 0.8534 0.9120 0.9463 0.9709 0.1559
800 0.8580 0.9168 0.9507 0.9758 0.1159 0.8572 0.9169 0.9504 0.9754 0.1162

mean sizes of 10,000 confidence intervals, for each of the four types: normal, per-
centile, BCa, and t-bootstrap. Bootstrap based approximations have been obtained
from 9999 resamples of the original samples. We have approximated the accelera-
tion constant for the BCa confidence intervals by one-sixth times the standardized
third moment of the influence values. As expected, the confidence intervals based on
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Ẑn and Z̃n exhibit similar characteristics. We observe from Table 1 that all the con-
fidence intervals suffer from some undercoverage. For example, with sample size
800, about 97.5% of the studentized bootstrap confidence intervals with 0.99 nom-
inal confidence level contain the true value of the Zenga index. It should be noted
that the higher coverage accuracy of the studentized bootstrap confidence intervals
(when compared to the other ones) comes at the cost of their larger sizes. We note
that for the BCa confidence intervals, the number of bootstrap replications of the
original sample has to be increased beyond 9,999 if the nominal confidence level
is high. Indeed, for samples of size 800, it turns out that the upper bound of 1,598
(out of 10,000) of the BCa confidence intervals based on Ẑn with 0.99 nominal con-
fidence level is given by the largest order statistics of the bootstrap distribution (and
1,641 respectively for Z̃n).
The second set of results we present here arises from using the Zenga index to

analyze income data from the Bank of Italy SHIW. The sample of the 2006 wave of
this survey contains 7,768 households, with 3,957 of them being panel households.
For detailed information on the survey, we refer to the Bank of Italy (2006) publi-
cation. In Table 2 we report the values of Ẑn and Z̃n according to the geographic
area of households, and we also report confidence intervals for ZF based on the
two estimators. We note that two households in the sample had negative incomes
in 2006, and so we have not included them in our computations. Consequently, the
point estimates of ZF are based on 7,766 equivalent incomes with Ẑn = 0.6470 and
Z̃n = 0.6464. As pointed out by Maasoumi (1994), however, good care is needed
when comparing point estimates of inequality measures. Indeed, direct comparison
of the point estimates corresponding to the five geographic areas of Italy would lead
us to the conclusion that the inequality is higher in the central and southern areas
when compared to the northern area and the islands. But as we glean from pairwise
comparisons of the confidence intervals, only the differences between the estimates
corresponding to the northwestern and southern areas and perhaps to the islands and
the southern area may be deemed statistically significant.
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